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Creative Balloon Arch 

 

Creative balloon arch is one of the balloon 

products of the Qianjia brand, a balloon arch that 

represents the production strength of the Borun 

balloon factory. After years of balloon production 

capacity enhancement Borun balloon 

manufacturers have formed a mature balloon 

design team to provide customers with better 

self-designed balloon arches while maintaining 

high quality in balloons. Borun Balloon Factory will 

provide customers with the hottest products on the market and also design balloon arches 

that are unique in the market to help customers get a head start on the market and earn 

higher profits through the sale of high quality balloon arches. 

 

 

Product Description 

What is a Creative Balloon Arch? The team at Borun Balloon Suppliers researched long 

and hard to determine the theme of balloon arches, combining the current hot sellers on 

Amazon with the balloon arch products our customers sell in their own stores, and we 

finally came to the conclusion that balloons have a theme and contain different colors and 

materials. Therefore, after listening to the designer's suggestions, Borun Balloon Factory 

began to produce forest animal themed balloon arches, marine animal themed balloon 

arches, gender reveal themed balloon arches and outer space astronaut balloon arches 

for our customers. 

 

Currently the hottest selling is the space astronaut theme balloon arch, forest animal 

theme balloon arch, each balloon arch in the even read contains different colors of latex 

balloons and aluminum foil balloons, these balloons are loved by children, used by many 

customers in birthday party decoration, each balloon set can be customized for customers, 

you can choose different colors of balloons and different styles of aluminum foil balloons. 

No matter what the theme of the balloon garland set digital aluminum foil balloons are a 

very popular choice, it can even be said that every customer will choose digital aluminum 

foil balloons as their balloon garland set with the decoration. 

 

As a famous balloon arch manufacturer in China, we produce high quality latex balloons in 

China, the production process of our products are subjected to strict quality inspection, 

and the balloon arches received by our customers are highly satisfactory. We will give 

high discount when high quality customers negotiate creative balloon arches, we always 

take serving customers as a pig heart to create a high quality balloon supply industry 

chain. 
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